LONG LIFE PRAYER FOR TULKU THONDUP

Om So-Ti! Chok Sum Lha Dang Drang Song Den Pey Thoo
Om Svasti! By the power of the truth of the Three Precious Ones, the Divinities and the Sages,

Ngag Wang Lob Zang Don Kun Trub Pa Yi
The lotus feet of Ngawang Lobzang Donkun Trubpa (Thondup) (Lord of Speech, Excellent Mind and the Accomplishment of the Goals)

Zhab Ped Dor Jee Thri La Tag Ten Ne
May remain firm on the vajra-seat forever,

Phen Dee Od Kyee Dul Chey Gyud Min Shog
And the lights of (his) beneficial and joyful (activities) cause to mature the minds of the trainable beings.

Thus written by Gyalse Mondrup Dorje (Prince, Who has Accomplished the Vajra-aspirations) as the gesture (to fulfill the auspicious) interdependent causation. [He was popularly known as Gyalse Padlo, who was the Tulk and the grandson of Terton Garwa Long-yang, one of the main teachers of Kyala Khenpo.]